Year 6
Date 15.01.21
Morning Message
Good morning Year 6 and Happy Friday!
What another great week of Home Learning it’s been – congratulations to you all for adopting
such a diligent approach to your learning this week and maintaining resilience and positivity in
the face of challenge!
You’ll find this week’s Celebration Assembly on SeeSaw – watch to the end so you can see who
your teachers celebrated this week. One of our hardest decisions yet!
Have a great and enjoy your weekend! Looking forward to seeing you online again on Monday ☺
Miss Love, Ms Graham, Miss Ahad and Ms Tan

Writing
We have reached the end of our diary entry unit which means there’s only one thing to say: WELL DONE! We are so proud of all of
your fantastic efforts from home and we have been blown away by the quality and originality of your writing.
Today is your final entry as your character – their fate

is in your hands. Challenge: Can you include an entry by something or

someone else at the end too? Watch the video the whole way through so you can see how Miss Love has incorporated this.
Today’s lesson can be found here.
Publication: If anyone would like to publish their work (on paper that looks like its
survived a plane crash and a stint in The Amazon Jungle) then we’d LOVE to see your
efforts on SeeSaw. You might tea-stain your paper for greater effect and you could
even add in some doodles (alongside your writing!) I can imagine the first page of
Con’s diary already: ‘CON’S DIARY; DO NOT ENTER OR YOU WILL REGRET IT!’

Reading

Our final reading lesson this week will focus on answering our big answer questions!
The video for the lesson can be found here.
A copy of the text can be found here, and your activity can be found here.
Please ensure that you mark and correct your answers before uploading – learning from your mistakes is
how you progress rapidly!

Mathematics

Good

morning. Our final maths lesson this week will continue our new topic of statistics. Make sure you
doggedly watch the whole video ....

The worksheet can be found here, and don’t forget to keep your work neat and mark it as you are
going along and at the end.
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Music

We are going to be carrying on with our song Something Just Like This, this time adding in the first verse.
Here is the video to sing along with Miss Webster.

Here are the lyrics.

Here is the vocal track.

Here is the backing track.

Creative challenge
If you would like to try this weekend’s creative challenge, have a go at preparing a dish (independently if
you can) and post a picture on SeeSaw. It can be anything from special toasties to salads to pasta to
porridge. If you would like to write out your instructions, we can share the recipes with your classmates!

Weekly Spellings

Please do the spelling test using this video of Ms Tan reading out the spellings. Remember to put your
spelling words away during the test. All you need is a pen and paper. Good luck!

